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Adanna Robertson-Quimby: hello greetings to all
Maja Kuna: Hello Adanna
Luciane Veeck to Roel Oehlers: Hello Roel. Nice to see that the problems with registration
were solved and you can attend the session now
Roel Oehlers: well i fix just now
Adanna Robertson-Quimby: Greetings
Kate Chumak: Hi everyone! Regards from raine Saint-Petersburg!
Luciane Veeck: Hello Kate. Nice to "see" you
Kate Chumak: :-)
Adanna Robertson-Quimby: hello
Mirjana Zoranovic: Heloo Kate and everyone
Lada Gabela Seperic: Hello everyone, greetings from Sarajevo!
Sofia Soederholm: Greetings from Sweden!
Nicolás Rivaben: Hello Everyone! Greetings from Argentina!
Ivan Smiljanic: Hello from sunny Zagreb!
Maja Kuna: Hi Ivan :)
Marcia Costa: Hello everyone! Greetings from Sao Paulo, Brazil.
Mirjana Zoranovic: greeting for everyone from banja luka
Fernando Rei: From Lisbon, hi everbody
Ivan Smiljanic: Pozdrav Maja!
Maja Kuna: Hi Fernando
Larisa Nikitina: Hello from Moscow!
Larisa Nikitina to Luciane Veeck: Hello Lu! Nice to see you!
Adanna Robertson-Quimby: Greetings and welcome
Luciane Veeck to Larisa Nikitina: Hello Lara :)
Carlos Mateus: greetings from lisbon, Portugal
Kathy-Ann Caesar: Greeting all
Abdullah Çelebi: Hello from Konya,Turkey
Joseph Kagenyi: Hi Members, I am listening. Joseph (Kenya)
Guillermo Vega Gowrzong: Good morning to Everyone, Greetings from ICAO Mexico City,
Guillermo
Maja Kuna: Welcome Joseph and Guillermo
Renganaden Virasami: Hi, Greeting from Mauritius
Kimberley Zuill: Hi from Bermuda everyone!
Kathy-Ann Caesar: Hi Kim
Luciane Veeck to Joseph Kagenyi: Hi Joseph. Nice to "see" you here :)
Maja Kuna: It should be possible to download the Agenda now Lada
Maja Kuna: You're welcome
Ivan Smiljanic: this presentation sounds really professional, nice to follow... congrats
Daron Sutton: type quest
Gregory Thompson: Yes...The regional workshops...available for forecasters correct...where
and when?
Guillermo Vega Gowrzong: Thanks so much Katty-Anne and Adanna, excellent presentation,
very clear.
Adanna Robertson-Quimby: thank you please feel free to aks questions
Elmo Burke: is each office required to demonstrate the competence of their staff
individually or would it be required from the state; (ie. would nevis be required to
demonstrate their competence separately from stkitts) and would non-compliance on nevis'

end impact st.kitts compliance status?
Gregory Thompson: did you get my question Kathy?
Gregory Thompson: ok
Elmo Burke: thanks
Gregory Thompson: would appreciate that
Mary Butler: Good morning Kathy. Can we organize between countries a group of Assessors
who would conduct competency assessments for Aeronautical Personnel?
Mary Butler: To us this method seem more credible
Kimberley Zuill: I think it is super important to highlight again that every NMHS needs to
notify the national regulator that conformance against the standard has not yet been
achieved. In Bermuda we may do this until we have attained a compliance check from our
auditors so that we are in compliance with the regulations.
Marcia Costa: good morning Katty. You have mentioned the AMO competences requirements by
dec 2013. My questions is: there is no requirements for AMO qualification? If yes, is the
deadline by dec 2016, as well?
Marcia Costa: ok, thanks
Renganaden Virasami: Thanks...it does
Guillermo Vega Gowrzong: KAthy, once you provide information to international aerodromes
only
Kimberley Zuill: Is there an option for Mauritius to some how share what they have done as
a way of showing a working example of a cometency programme that is now approved?
Kimberley Zuill: * competency
Kimberley Zuill: We are interested in programme examples of small island nations... all
other examples are for larger continental locations
Kimberley Zuill: ...Thank you !!
Mary Butler: We havenot done any competency assessments, we are a bit hesitant to use our
personnel to do this as these assessors maybe negatively impacted. Owing to this situation
we would perfer external assessors
Ivan Smiljanic: By to All!
Kimberley Zuill: Hi Mary... that is an extremely valid point... I agree!! The problems
that occur with external assessor is the time it takes to familiarize the external
assessor with local operations & technology
Kimberley Zuill: ... oh and the $$$$$
Kimberley Zuill: !!!
Adanna Robertson-Quimby: Yes yes someone external but from the region should work
Mary Butler: yes
Mary Butler: it is the profermance assessment form by our government
Mary Butler: it however doesnot cover the specific jobs of the AMP
Gregory Thompson: could u repeat that
Mary Butler: Thanks Kimberley we are certainly interested my email is mary.butl@gmail.com
Gregory Thompson: u just did
Gregory Thompson: it was a great debate in local office
Gregory Thompson: no...it was the degree requirement
Gregory Thompson: thanks much
Guillermo Vega Gowrzong: Just to clarify, IF the State cannot comply with the requirement
established on a certain date, then a difference can be presented or file to ICAO
according to Article 28 of the Convention
Geofrid Chikojo: Great!
Luciane Veeck: Ian Lisk = ian.lisk@metoffice.gov.uk
Lenard Josiah: hi kathy managed to logg on late after some issues. Would there be a
recording of this session?
Maja Kuna: Yes there will be a recording available
Kathy-Ann Caesar: Yes the recording will be available
Lenard Josiah: Thanks
Guillermo Vega Gowrzong: thanks very much for that information
Warsodikromo Truus to All Presenters: thank you all
Kate Chumak: Thank you fr the presentation, need to rush now, sorry! Bey everyone!
Geofrid Chikojo: Thanks a lot!
Lada Gabela Seperic: Thank you for great presentation!
Adanna Robertson-Quimby: Thank you ! All the best!

Maria Ines Campos: thanks, bye
Renganaden Virasami: Thank you very much...Great presentation
Brian Grechuk: Thank you very much for a great session.
Gregory Thompson: thanks Kathy...need to get an email to you for clarification
Nicolás Rivaben: Thanks! Bye!
Kimberley Zuill: Take care everyone.
Kimberley Zuill to All Presenters: Thank you Ladies!
Renganaden Virasami: Bye

